If it’s in your mind, it’s now in your hands.
CUSTOMIZE ANY IDEA WITH EASE
The first and only interactive tablet-like screen* so that you can swipe, pinch, zoom, rotate, or multiply designs easily - just like on any tablet or smartphone of today.

GUIDANCE IN EVERY STEP FOR THE BEST RESULTS
With more than 120 animated and illustrated step-by-step tutorials, the JoyOS ADVISOR™ feature is like having sewing classes right in your machine. With the expert advice from the tutorials, you can accomplish professional results with the greatest of ease - regardless of skill level.

Choose among fabric type and the wide selection of available techniques. The JoyOS ADVISOR™ feature will instantly set the best stitch, stitch width, stitch length, thread tension, thread portioning and presser foot pressure for the technique you've chosen.

Be creative from Anywhere

ENJOY YOUR CREATIVITY FROM ANYWHERE
Your creativity doesn’t have to be limited to your location. With the new mySewnet™ Cloud storage, you can easily transfer your embroidery designs to, and from your machine - anywhere and on any connected device. Store and access your designs on the go, for creativity where ever you are.

STAY UPDATED ON YOUR EMBROIDERY
With the DESIGNER EPIC™ machine you’ll receive instant updates on how your embroidery is proceeding through our new mySewMonitor App.

AUTOMATIC MACHINE SOFTWARE UPDATES
The WiFi enables automatic machine updates, making sure your sewing and embroidery machine is up-to-date at all times.

Achieve expert results regardless of skill level

With over 100 new and improved features, 35 best-in-class features and 30 features that no other top of the line machine has - you will be able to fulfill your greatest creative ambitions and achieve expert-level results with ease like never before.

The First and Only Smart Machine, Thoughtfully Created for You

At HUSQVARNA VIKING®, we’re only a sewing company. Our sole focus is to put the joy of sewing and unlimited creativity into the enthusiast sewer’s hands. That’s why we developed the new DESIGNER EPIC™ - a machine thoughtfully created for you.

*Made for sewing and embroidery machines
**Maximized Space**
With over 12.2” (310mm) from needle to tower and 5.5” (140mm) height in the work area, the DESIGNER EPIC™ model has the largest work area among any top-of-the-line machines on the market. It is also the lightest sewing and embroidery machine in its class.*

**First and Only**

**Best in Class**

**Maximized Space**

**First and Only**

**Best in Class**

**Perfect Even Feeding**
The EXCLUSIVE SENSOR SYSTEM™ technology automatically and continuously senses and adjusts for any fabric thickness – resulting in a perfect even feed.

**Hassle-Free Threading**
- Every Time
With one touch of a button your needle is threaded and ready to sew with the built-in fully automatic needle threader.

**Effortless Embroidery**
Achieve more beautiful embroidery than ever, even with challenging metallic threads. Thanks to the industry-first deLuxe™ Stitch System you get gorgeous stitch results on both sides, regardless of the fabric type.

**30% Larger Bobbin**
The DESIGNER EPIC™ machine has a 30% larger bobbin than our previous machines, enabling you to do more sewing and embroidering before it’s time to change your bobbin.

**Light Up Your World**
With the brightest*, most even LED-lights on the market, you can achieve the best result – at any time, night or day.

**Live It Up With the Largest Hoops**
Create larger embroideries than ever before! The largest* embroidery area on the market, both among non-turnable, and turnable hoops - up to 360x260mm, and 360x350 with the optional DESIGNER™ Majestic Hoop.

**Find Your Personal Expression**
Discover world class unique stitch techniques for more creative opportunities. One of them is the brand new patented Sequin Stitches, which are programmed with a stop that allows you to easily add a sequin, and then continue to sew.

**It’s The Details That Count**
The new thread paths with telescopic thread guides allow you to use all of your favorite threads, even if they are on larger spools. Bobbin winding is more convenient than ever.

**Bigger, brighter and better than ever before**
So advanced, yet so easy to use

**Room With a View**
The DESIGNER EPIC™ sewing and embroidery machine has the best viewing angle and most room* for your hands, enabling even the largest projects to be sewn with ease.

**Effortless Embroidery**
Achieve more beautiful embroidery than ever, even with challenging metallic threads. Thanks to the industry-first deLuxe™ Stitch System you get gorgeous stitch results on both sides, regardless of the fabric type.

**Find Your Personal Expression**
Discover world class unique stitch techniques for more creative opportunities. One of them is the brand new patented Sequin Stitches, which are programmed with a stop that allows you to easily add a sequin, and then continue to sew.

*when compared to Brother Innovis Dream Machine, Babylock Destiny, Janome Horizon MC, and Bernina 830/880.
Thoughtfully **Made for Sewers, by Sewers™**

At HUSQVARNA VIKING® we share your passion for sewing and embroidery. Our reimagined DESIGNER EPIC™ machine tailors the sewing experience around your wants and needs through a tablet-like interface, WiFi, Step-by-step Animated Instructions, and much, much more. The result is a brand new sewing experience where your own creative exploration can come to life in special ways.

Like having sewing classes, right in your machine

**JoyOS ADVISOR™ FEATURE - BUILT-IN GUIDANCE RIGHT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS**

Interactive Step-by-step tutorials: Learn how to sew different techniques like zippers, collars, hems etc. The DESIGNER EPIC™ machine guides you all the way and sets everything for you.

Stitch and embroidery techniques: All the exclusive HUSQVARNA VIKING® techniques are shown with Step-by-step instructions, including animations and/or illustrations.

Step-by-step Workbook: Learn how to use the amazing features of the DESIGNER EPIC™ sewing and embroidery machine, like Design Positioning, Design Shaping and more.

Stabilizer Guide: The perfect help when choosing the right stabilizer for your project.

Built-in dynamic User's guide: Find anything you need to know about the DESIGNER EPIC™ sewing and embroidery machine.

Sewing instructions and more Step-by-step tutorials will continuously be added to your machine through mySewnet™ Cloud automatic updates.

A smart machine made for any fabric and any project

**EXPERT RESULTS**

The DESIGNER EPIC™ machine adapts everything to your fabric’s specifications. And with the EXCLUSIVE SENSOR SYSTEM™ technology you can expect expert-level results - on any fabric. This unique technology automatically and continuously senses and adjusts to any thickness of fabric for perfect, even feeding as you sew:

- **Sensor Foot Lift:** Presser foot lowers and raises automatically for every sewing technique.
- **Sensor Foot Pivot:** Automatic float position with needle down for instant pivoting, easy appliqué and quilting.
- **Sensor Foot Pressure:** The Presser Foot continuously senses the thickness of the fabric and automatically adjusts the presser foot pressure, for even feeding on all fabric types.

**OPTIMIZED FOR GORGEOUS LOOKING EMBROIDERIES**

Thanks to the *deluxe*® Stitch System you will spend less time and effort on machine adjustments. The Thread Portioning feeds the optimum amount of thread for each stitch, no matter what thread type or fabric thickness. Achieve the high quality results you’ve always wanted, regardless of fabric and thread type even with metallic, sliver or other specialty threads. Beautiful stitch results on both sides of the fabric.

**QUILT & EMBROIDER WITH THE BIGGEST, BRIGHTEST, YET LIGHTEST TOP-OF-THE-LINE MACHINE**

No other sewing and embroidery machine can compare to the DESIGNER EPIC™ model when it comes to space and lighting - especially developed to give you the best sewing or quilting experience. You will benefit from the largest work area, the most space for your hands and the most even and brightly lit work area in the market®. Enjoy the advantages of ultra modern technology, and a completely new construction resulting in the the most sturdy and quiet experience - All built into the lightest® model in its class.

*when compared to Brother Innovis Dream Machine, Babylock Destiny, Janome Horizon MC, and Bernina 830/880. www.husqvarnaviking.com

www.husqvarnaviking.com

Whether you’re sewing, embroidering or quilting, the DESIGNER EPIC™ machine will help you fulfill your greatest creative ambitions. We’ve developed the most technologically advanced machine, yet the simplest to use including:

### 100 NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES* INCLUDING:
- 10.1" tablet-like screen
- Automatic needle threader
- 30% larger bobbin
- Improved threading with a new telescopic thread guide
- Ability to use large thread cones without the need for extra attachment
- New thread path for bobbin winding
- New processor with much faster response time
- Improved sewing quality and performance
- Decorative lights on side
- Decorative lights in thread cover
- Two reverse buttons
- Rubber insert on handle
- Fabric soft cover
- Guide lines on the bobbin cover both in inches and centimeters
- Bobbin cover is now inserted in stitch plate

### 35 BEST-IN-CLASS FEATURES** INCLUDING:
- Markings on the hoop for embroidery area and enhanced center markings
- 13 storage slots for presser feet, organized in alphabetic order
- Specific storage for straight stitch plate
- Re-designed Graphic User Interface
- Ability to set embroidery grid size
- Write embroidery text with preview directly on the screen
- Embroidery thread/color edit – Change to any color
- Embroidery thread/color edit – Multi-select on color blocks
- Bobbin work embroidery
- New embroideries, over 160
- New fonts, 4

### OVER 30 FEATURES ONLY ON DESIGNER EPIC™ MODEL INCLUDING:
- Tablet-like screen – swipe, pinch and zoom
- JoyOS ADVISOR™ feature with 120 animated and illustrated step-by-step tutorials and more.
- mySewnet™ Cloud – Automatic embroidery synchronization and software updates through WiFi
- mySewMonitor App – Monitor the progress of your embroidering
- Smart tool box gestures

*New and improved* features are when compared to HUSQVARNA VIKING® DESIGNER DIAMOND ROYALE™ machine.

**Best-in-class’ and ‘Only found’ features are when compared to Brother Innovis Dream Machine, Babylock Destiny, Janome Horizon MC, and Bernina 830/880.

Experience the DESIGNER EPIC™ sewing and embroidery machine at your nearest HUSQVARNA VIKING® retailer.

Full details on features available at husqvarnaviking.com